RFID IN HEALTHCARE

Technology Meets Stringent Safety Regulations for use in Medical Devices
RFID technology application in medical and healthcare circles is nothing new. It could almost be perceived as ubiquitous if one only considers RFID capability as a data carrier comparable to a bar code. In actuality, the technology’s growing dynamism has been overlooked. With expanded features, greater computing power, lowered costs and rich data streams, medical and healthcare RFID is innovative, disruptive and transformative to processes and to potentially entire business models.

The thing is, medical applications using RFID have a few – ok, a lot – more performance and regulatory hoops to jump through to reach compliance in the complex environments in which they operate, particularly with medical devices.

Just how more complex? Amended product safety requirements for medical electrical equipment updated in 2015 fall under ISO 60601.

Include new and updated standards for:

› Risk management
› Essential performance
› Humidity
› Documentation
› Marking and Labeling
› Electrical hazards
› Temperature testing
› Programmable Electrical Medical Systems
› Construction

ISO 60601 is the widely accepted benchmark for medical electrical equipment and compliance for the commercialization of electrical medical equipment globally, and many companies view compliance with IEC 60601 as a requirement for most markets.

Even with these updated standards, RFID is the leading technology being used today by medical device manufacturers to enable smart devices to deliver better quality of patient care.

Common applications of RFID include:

› Delivery and tracking the right device for right patient
› Verification of proper sterilization
› Compliance issues for equipment maintenance and calibration
› Billing to link medical device use to patient
› Inventory management
› Reduction in staff time in tracking items and devices

Operationally, RFID supplies low electromagnetic interference (EMI) properties, low cost, small size, low power and batteryless technology capabilities.

Add to that greater flexibility and extended usage of RFID tags. Advances in tag technology offer expanded memory capacity, enabling additional data to be stored on each tag, which helps to prevent counterfeiting and ensure product reliability. Data such as lot number, manufacturing date,
expiration date, etc. can be written during the manufacturing process, while new information such as shipping date, date of sterilization or treatment history can be added throughout the product supply chain and lifecycle. Moreover, a distinctive anti-collision scheme allows RFID tags to be individually identified, enabling accurate reading and identification of tags even in large batches or inside packed boxes.

Of course, reliable identification is crucial when dealing with logistics and tracking systems for medical devices and instruments. This is particularly important for tracking biological samples in transit, or verification that a reusable piece of equipment has been sterilized. With the ability to withstand harsh sterilization conditions, RFID tags are ideal for verifying that instruments or devices have been properly sterilized, safeguarding against accidental cross-contamination with secure data that cannot be revised by unauthorized personnel.

In addition to ensuring proper device sterilization, RFID tags can be attached to disposable parts to ensure that authorized parts are properly attached to the right equipment, minimizing potential risk of misuse. Likewise, RFID technology can be used to ensure authorized access to controlled areas and cabinets for improved quality control.

But these are just a few examples of RFID being used for tracking and monitoring in healthcare, as the industry continues to adopt this versatile technology. Yet, as medical device manufacturers start designing RFID into their equipment, it’s important to understand how to address testing and safety with RFID, and complying with the newer ISO standards and apply them to critical healthcare threats.

AUTOMATED TRACKING OF STERILIZED PRODUCTS

Sterilization issues seemingly continue to plague hospitals and medical facilities. Problems with equipment and human error in protocols and training can make front-page news. In fact, there are companies whose sole mission is to fight infection in healthcare settings.

Advanced Sterilization Products (ASP), a Johnson & Johnson company, is a global developer of innovative infection prevention solutions and educational programs.

To help battle infection and maintain sterile environments, ASP developed the Sterrad 100NX, a hydrogen peroxide, low-temperature sterilization chamber for hospitals and medical facilities. In order to provide complete confidence that medical objects are fully sterilized in the chamber, ASP began using RFID technology to ensure automated compliance on cleaning and reprocessing protocols.

ASP outfitted the Sterrad 100NX with a high-frequency (13.56MHz) RFID reader module, and each hydrogen peroxide cassette is embedded with a HF RFID tag. RFID tagging of the cassettes enables detection and alerts for errors, as well as ensuring that the cassettes comply with ANSI/AAMI/ISO standard 14937:2009.

As a result, the Sterrad 100NX offers the most comprehensive system monitoring for sterility assurance, improving quality control and providing healthcare workers with confidence that the sterilization process has been properly completed.
BARRIERS TO RFID IN MEDICAL DEVICES CONTINUE FALLING

Although companies like ASP have adopted RFID technology, even with the advanced ISO requirements, there are still obstacles. For example, some in the industry are concerned that electromagnetic emissions from RFID could interfere with medical devices. The good news is the US Food & Drug Administration has stated it has not observed any adverse effects from the use of RFID.

Additionally, an Indiana University – Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) research team recently concluded that a properly configured RFID system is safe to use around medical equipment. While the risks are considered to minimal, medical device manufacturers and system integrators should conduct their own EMI assessments in a safe environment to ensure compliance.

RAISING RFID STANDARDS

As demonstrated by the ASP STERRAD 100NX example, RFID delivers significant benefits for improved quality assurance through secure identification of cleaning processes and staff authentications. With the use of RFID technology, smart medical devices can be even smarter.

That’s just one example of how progressive RFID manufacturers supply FCC-certified RFID read/write modules, antennas, and enclosed readers supporting temperature and moisture-sensing applications.

The operating end of RFID systems is the reader. The new benchmark is ISO 60601 certified readers. Coupled with hands-free data capture and no required line of sight, readers can continuously and automatically search for RFID tags entering their field for enhanced tracking. Some are even enabled with an HID key code interface for access control.

Medical facilities and the industry will demand greater capabilities and operating safeguards from equipment and device manufacturers. The greater the capabilities now and to come, medical staff can concentrate on the job that matters most – delivery of quality patient care.
In addition to use in the healthcare sector, FEIG products are used:

**Logistics**
HF and UHF readers are used for material handling, warehouse management and supply chain management.

**Ticketing**
Public transport systems all over the world are equipped with ISO14443 readers from FEIG ELECTRONIC.

**Automation**
Whether automotive production or food processing, FEIG readers provide the right component at the right place.

**Controller & Sensors**
FEIG also offers a wide range of control units for door- and barrier systems as well as loop detectors for traffic- and parking systems.

**Electronic Tolling Collection (ETC)**
UHF Technology for Free Flow Tolling Systems and Contactless Payment Terminals for Toll Plazas improve every Toll Collection System.

**Automatic Vehicle Identification (AVI)**
FEIG UHF readers meet the highest security demands with integrated secure key storage preventing access of cloned tags to the system.

**MORE ABOUT FEIG ELECTRONIC**

Quality made in Germany

FEIG ELECTRONIC provides a wide range of state-of-the-art RFID technology solutions ideally suited to healthcare applications. FEIG is a trusted provider of reliable, easy-to-use RFID readers based on more than 50 years of RFID design experience, offering 99.99% reliability, free technical support, and the best software development tools. A common application-programming interface is compatible with all FEIG ELECTRONIC readers for ease of integration.
SERVICE SUPPORT

+49 6471 3109-0

We can help. Our service support is available Monday through Thursday from 8:00 to 16:00 clock and on Friday from 8:00 to 13:00 clock.

› Naturally our staff is available for further information and assistance in choosing the appropriate readers and transponders for your application.

› Please call us or send an email to: info@feig.de